James Ramon Jones (November 6, 1921 – May 9, 1977) was an American novelist known for his explorations of World War II and its aftermath. He won the 1952 National Book Award for his first published novel, From Here to Eternity, which was adapted for the big screen immediately and made into a television series a generation later. From Here to Eternity: Directed by Fred Zinnemann. With Burt Lancaster, Montgomery Clift, Deborah Kerr, Donna Reed. At a U.S. Army base in 1941 Hawaii, a private is cruelly punished for not boxing on his unit's team, while his commanding officer's wife and top aide begin a tentative affair. From Here to Eternity is a musical with music and lyrics by Stuart Brayson and Tim Rice and a book by Bill Oakes. Based on the 1951 novel of the same name by James Jones, the musical made its West End and world premiere in 2013, at the Shaftesbury Theatre, London. One of James Cagney's best performances comes to life as never before in the theatrical premiere of a new restoration of this gangster classic. Angels with Dirty Faces traces the different lives of childhood friends Rocky Sullivan (Cagney) and Jerry Connolly (Pat O'Brien). An early crime ends with Rocky caught
and sent to reform school,...You'll be pleased to know that you can find the very best of watchmaking right here in Britain courtesy of the Bremont Longitude collection. The Eternal Diamond Drawing inspiration from the heavens, the Eternal Diamond from Ernest Jones features a unique star cut design for supreme sparkle.Actor James Earl Jones reportedly only made $7,000 dollars when he voiced Darth Vader in the first “Star Wars” film.. The New York Post shared the resurfaced clip from the American Film Institute, which shows Jones talking about how much “Star Wars” creator George Lucas decided to pay him for taking on the role of a lifetime.
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